
Notes of Malaria Libre 13th project meeting 

26th August 2021; 16:00-17:00 (Indian Standard Time) 

 Attendees: 
Participants: Sanjay Batra, PP Yadav, Niti Kumar (CDRI); Atanu Ghoshal, Abhijit Kundu (TCGLS); Akhil Vaidya 

(Drexel University); Geeta Kumari (JNU); Venkataramanan Ramadass (EDCC); Andre Godoy, Caroline Aguiar 
(USP); Natalie Hawryluk (Edgewise Therapeutics); Carolyn Friel, Chase Smith (MPCH); Carlo Giannangelo, Darren 

Creek (Monash University), Takeshi Yura, Anna Sulakova, and Kirandeep Samby (MMV) 
 

 
 

Action items from August meeting 
 

 

Action item Responsible group/scientist 

MoA studies: 
Time & concentration dependent metabolomics; CETSA 
Blood stage specificity assay (aryl imidazole exemplars)- 
morphological evaluation 

 

Carlo/Shailja 

 Propensity to resistance assays with MMV1804508 Akhil Vaidya 

 Determination of Pf Dd2 potency with aryl imidazole 
compounds in presence of verapamil 

Caroline Aguiar 

Meeting with Chase & Friel to discuss compounds for 
synthesis 

Kiran 

th 

Status of action items from 12 
th 

project meeting held on 28 
 

July



Kiran presented the general update followed by discussion on the ongoing scaffolds. The identification of 2 new scaffolds 
for HTL was also discussed   
 
Discussion points: 
 
Aryl imidazoles 
The team is working to answer two questions – is the high Dd2/3D7 ratio observed with a few compounds, compound 
specific or scaffold dependent and if it can be explained by the phenotype observed in ABS? Do compounds other than 
MMV1804317 also show growth in the Sanger barcoded assay? MMV1900786, MMV1901050, MMV1900172 were 
screened in stage specific blood stage assays and the former two compounds are active in both trophozoite & schizont 
stage while the latter is more potent in trophozoite stage. Morphological changes are being looked into with these 
compounds to conclude the studies. Shailja’s group is repeating the studies and will consolidate the morphological 
changes along with growth inhibition data for discussion in the next project meeting.   MMV1900434 (equipotent 3D7& 
Dd2) doesn’t show growth in the resistome pool indicating that growth observed with MMV1804317 was compound 
specific and due to loss in activity in parent Dd2 cell lines. 
 
Planned modifications in the RHS and central scaffold are ongoing by fixing dimethylimidazole on the LHS. 
 
Post meeting: MMV1901659, MMV1901660 & MMV1901658(6,5 fused central core) have shown Pf IC50 in the range of 
100-200nM. The compounds are being evaluated in Dd2 and cytotoxicity assays. 
  
Aryl piperazine 
 
Cyclopropyl amides 
 
The MMV1804508 was confirmed as a Pf bc-1 inhibitor and has ~35-fold selectivity towards rat bc-1.  
Akhil mentioned that assays to understand propensity to resistance are ongoing and genome sequencing of mutants will 
give an idea to the binding site of these compounds in cyt-bc1 complex. He also suggested that if the team moves ahead 
with this scaffold, it will be worth adding glu-gal cytoxicity assay in the screening flow to confirm that compounds don’t 
show mitochondrial toxicity. Andre is doing in silico modelling to understand putative binding site/mode for cyclopropyl 
amide compounds.  
Carlo shared the data of compounds screened in SB1A6 parasite line that is pan resistant to cyt bc1 and DHODH inhibitors. 
MMV1804508 and MMV1804743 (exemplars from cyclopropyl amide) show cross resistance while MMV024406 & 
MMV892566 (from phenyl amide scaffold) were equipotent in 3D7 & SB1A6 indicating no cross resistance. 
 
 
Phenyl amides 
 
Medicinal chemistry focus is on the replacement of pyridine in the RHS part of the molecule which may provide a handle 
on dialling out hERG liability while retaining antiplasmodial activity and to explore other regions to improve 
antiplasmodial activity. The team agreed that based on the results of ongoing modifications, a go/Stop decision (based 
on the possibility of achieving 3D7 IC50<100nM),  on the scaffold should be taken by end of the year.  
 
Post meeting: Replacement of pyridyl piperazine with pyrazolo piperidine (MMV1901684) shows Pf 3D7 LDH IC50 of 
0.56uM, similar to the current frontrunner, MMV1803899 and an improved metabolic stability & solubility profile as 
compared to it. The compound will be screened in hERG assay. 
 
 
The team was apprised of the activities done to identify new scaffolds that can be used as replacement of any of the 
current scaffolds for HTL activities.  
Thienopyridine scaffold: Natalie pointed similarity between thienopyridine and aryl imidazole fused analogs. Some 
analogs have been sent for screening in Pf K1 strain (CQ resistant strain). It was highlighted that these compounds haven’t 
shown cross resistance in the Sanger multiplex assay and are available for target deconvolution. Medicinal Chemistry will 
be initiated after go/no go decision on phenyl amide scaffold. 
 
MMV1770436 analogs - 12 analogs were synthesised at TCGLS to generate a rudimentary SAR. The compound is being 
profiled in PRR and Sanger multiplex assay. It was discussed that based on the current set of compounds; the hydroxy 
group is important for antiplasmodial activity so the first step should be to mask the hydroxy group and check the impact 
on activity & metabolic stability. Darren mentioned that in one of his other projects, compounds containing 1,4 amino 
alcohols have poor PK profile, so that should be kept in mind. Natalie suggested the replacement of hydroxy with NH2 or 



fluoro. Kiran mentioned that piperidine replacement of tetrahydropyran is being synthesised to check the importance of 
this moiety. 
Post meeting: MMV1901686(Piperidine replacement) shows Pf 3D7 LDH activity of~6uM while the boc protected 
compound has an improved activity of 0.19uM. 
 
 
 


